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005.265 WAT
BPMAT
The Embarcadero Delphi handbook / Annabelle Watson.

370.113 VOC
BPHAG
Vocational education beyond skill formation : vet between civic, industrial and market tensions / Fernando Marhuenda-Fluixà (ed.).

370.115 POS
BPHAG
Possibilities in practice : social justice teaching in the disciplines / Summer Melody Pennell [and others], editors.

370.15 VAD
BPHVO
Vygotsky and the promise of public education / Jennifer A. Vadeboncoeur.

370.1523 SAL
BPPSP
Using concept mapping to foster adaptive expertise : enhancing teacher metacognitive learning to improve student academic performance / Diane Salmon & Melissa Kelly.

370.81 PEN
BPPSP
Tomboys and other gender heroes : confessions from the classroom / Karleen Pendleton Jiménez.

370.91734 FOR
BPHVO
Forgotten places : critical studies in rural education / edited by William M. Reynolds.

371.2 INN
BPHVO
Innovative approaches to educational leadership : selected cases / edited by Carrie Rogers, Kofi Lomotey and Adriel Hilton.

371.33 ABR
BPBDK
Mobile learning through digital media literacy / Belinha S. De Abreu, with Vitor Tomé.

371.337 FAR
BPBDK
Gamify your classroom : a field guide to game-based learning / Matthew Farber.
Inside the 'inclusive' early childhood classroom: the power of the 'normal' / Karen Watson.

A child, a family, a school, a community: a tale of inclusive education / Diane Linder Berman and David J. Connor.

A guide to LGBTQ+ inclusion on campus, post-Pulse / edited by Virginia Stead.

Journeys of social justice: women of color presidents in the academy / edited by Menah Pratt-Clarke, Johanna Maes.


Interrogating whiteness and relinquishing power: white faculty's commitment to racial consciousness in STEM classrooms / edited by Nicole M. Joseph, Chayla Haynes, and Floyd Cobb.

Mathematical literacy. NQF 1, Facilitator's guide [and] Assessment guide.

Mathematical literacy. NQF 1, Learner's guide.

Ancillary healthcare. NQF 1, Facilitator's guide.

Ancillary healthcare. NQF 1, Student book.